Engineer Process Control

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Kulim (Malaysia)

Job ID:

348521

Site Coordinator for APC, SPC, Sampling and spoke person to FE Cluster.

Start date:

as soon as possible

In your new role you will:

Entry level: 1-3 years

Site Coordinator for APC, SPC, Sampling and spoke person to FE Cluster.
Lead for an alignment with Module/ Process Integration/IT to ensure in-controlprocess.
Strong analysis skill in data mining and perform system linkage/translation to
actual process environment/situation.

Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Coordinate and drive corrective action and improvement plan for process control
at respective area aligning to quality expectation.

Job ID:

Support Internal/ External audit.

www.infineon.com/jobs

Subject Matter Expert (SME) and able to provide training.
Monitor process control indices on qualified processes and establish good
controls to maintain process/tool performance, stability and capability.

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Approximately 1 - 3 years of relevant experience in semiconductor industry.
Good knowledge of functional area, unit process, system architecture, statistical
and quality requirement.
Strong communication skills and ability to interact with all levels of employees.
Knowledge in reporting tool Tableue, SQL and others are added as advantage.
Degree in Engineering/ Computer Science/ Manufacturing or comparable.

Benefits
Kulim: Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training
offers & planning of career development; International assignments; Different
career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual
Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Holiday child care; Medical coverage;
On-site social counselling and works doctor; Health promotion programs; On-site
gym, jogging paths, beachvolleyball, tennis & soccer court; On-site canteen;
Private insurance offers; Flexible transition into retirement

348521

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

